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Background and Motivation
Humans outperform computers on many natural tasks including vision. Given the human ability to recognize objects rapidly and almost effortlessly, it is pragmatically sensible to study and attempt to imitate algorithms used by the brain. Analysis of the anatomical structure and physiological operation of brain circuits has led to derivation of novel algorithms that, in initial study, successfully address issues of known difficulty in visual processing. These algorithms are slow on conventional uni-processor based systems, but as might be expected of algorithms designed for highly parallel brain architectures, they are intrinsically parallel and lend themselves to efficient implementation across multiple processors. Adaptation to a cluster of three CELL processors yielded a performance improvement of 140x. Extending the algorithms to new modalities such as speech recognition and language is also under study.

Accelerating Comparisons of Shape
The vision system follows a process of first extracting line segments from an image and then encoding the image features into bit-vectors similar to neuron firing patterns. Local sets of three line segments are used, termed line-triplets. The encoding process creates representations that are translation and scale invariant, by measuring relative angles between line segment endpoints. The process is inherently lossy and redundant similar to the brain, but results in line-triplets having higher bit-vector dot-products with other similar shapes (dissimilar shapes have lower dot-product). Each angle is represented as an 8-bit (hot) or 64-bit (cold) vector.

Extensions to Speech and Language
Spoken words can be visualized as spectrograms. Methods for converting sound features into bit-vectors are currently in development. One method is to extract line segments from the audio spectrogram and perform conversion using line-triplets, similar to vision.

Real-time Performance for Interactive Robotics
Just as CELL processors, FPGA’s, GPU’s, and clusters are each suited to somewhat different tasks, each piece of brain architecture has different functions and different characteristics. As newly developed models of brain architecture continue to extend functionality, integration into real-time robotics can be attempted. An inexpensive robot platform has been developed to allow the study of visual shape hierarchies that comprise the additional pieces of brain architecture responsible for recognizing new objects in previously learned categories. Speech recognition, language semantics, speech generation, real-world navigation, and motor plan execution are also under study. Wireless communication of sensor data and motor movement allows brain architectures to be developed and prototyped on high performance computing systems.

Conclusion and Future Work
By achieving real-time performance, new hypotheses will be tested in real-world environments that will hopefully lead to more robust robots that, through learning, will be able to provide more flexible services without hard-coded programs. A crucially enabling research track will be the development of computer architectures able to support brain-derived algorithms with human-level performance in real-time. Current issues include sparse matrix operations, multicast routing, memory capacity, and memory latency. It may be the case that the characteristics of brain architectures such as high latency communication and low-precision computation will allow novel computer architectures that are highly suited to brain-like computation but are quite poorly suited for general purpose computation.
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